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Figure 7.1 2. Stochastic cooling system consisting of pickup electrodes, amplifier, and beam 
deflector. 

orbital path length between the two devices to ensure that the signal reaches 
the kicker at the same time as the beam. 

It is desirable to reduce the transverse emittance of a beam containing a 
very large number of particles. If the system had infinitely fine time resolu- 
tion, each particle could be sensed and corrected and the process could be 
successfully concluded in a few revolutions. However, a real system does not 
have this capability, and so there will be only finitely many particles in the 
sample that are corrected. Clearly, the smaller the number of particles in the 
sample, the closer one approaches the ideal. 

First, we relate the sample size to the system bandwidth. Suppose there 
are N particles uniformly distributed around the ring. If the sample size is 
such that the beam is divided into k samples, each containing N, particles, 
then the minimum wavelength that can be resolved in the analysis of the 
data is 
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the frequency content of the 
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where T is the revolution period. For a system with a flat frequency response 
from f = 0 to f = W ,  W determines f,,. So the number of particles in a 
sample, in terms of the bandwidth W, is given by 
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We now consider a measurement of a particular sample. Each particle in 
the sample receives a correction proportional to the sample’s mean displace- 
ment (x ) .  So an individual particle’s displacement after the kick is x - g ( x > .  
To get at the emittance reduction, we need to consider the change of the rrns 
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Pickup	  	  

Par*cles	  oscillate	  transversely	  in	  pickup	  undulator.	  
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Par*cles	  oscillate	  transversely	  in	  kicker	  undulator.	  
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attention to the importance of taking into account the quantum nature of the emission of UWP and
to the grouping of particles in equilibrium regions with different energies [4].
    The main feature of the methods of optical stochastic cooling in comparison with the classical
scheme [1], is that in the optical methods the signal (UWP) does not bear a DC component and it is
a harmonically varying function of time (longitudinal coordinate) at distances much smaller, than
the bunch length. By analogy with the classical scheme [1], the particle beam cooling occurs due
to the interaction of particles with theirs own amplified UWP in the field of kicker undulator, lead-
ing to a change in the energy of these particles (see item 3). For doing this, the kicker undulator is
located at the place of orbit, where there is a dependence of the transverse position of particle on
the energy (dispersion), see Figure 2.

Figure 1. Scheme of optical cooling (above) and its disclosed optical structure (below).

   It is thus seen that the circuit of (optical) stochastic cooling is some kind of feedback serving the
loop: beam- amplifier-beam.

Figure 2. The way to arrange a transverse kick by changing the energy of particle. Such phasing of
betatron oscillations and dispersion function delivers simultaneous cooling of betatron oscillations
and the energy spread.
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November 3, 2009
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Introduction to OSC

Formalism not explicitly dependent on charged particle type

• Transit-time method of optical stochastic cooling:
– Reduce momentum spread; transverse cooling through dispersion

• Analogous to stochastic cooling using undulator radiation
• Increase of system bandwidth by 4 orders of magnitude compared with 

microwave stochastic cooling reduces cooling time

Particle in first undulator 
emits coherent light pulse 
of length N

Light pulse delayed and amplified
Particle receives longitudinal 
kick from own amplified light 
pulse in 2nd undulator

N         S          N          S         N Charged particle 
beam delayed

by magnetic bypass


